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We need the "needs analysis" and an analysis of the power lines
To the California CEC - Thank you very much for soliciting and considering public input regarding the AES plans for
repowering. I wholeheartedly agree with Sen Lieu's and Assemblymember Muratsuchi's comments in his letter to the
CEC. While I doubt very much a new AES power plant is needed in Redondo Beach, grid reliability is important - a
CEC analysis regarding how/where electricity is transmitted would be very powerful.
One more thing. My niece has been working at the Seaside Lagoon summer camp for the past two summers. My
niece and the elementary school age children have a WONDERFUL time attending this camp . The joyful clamor
from Seaside Lagoon can easily be heard a few blocks away. EXCEPT, when the current AES plant starts running
one of their operations. My niece reports the noise is POSITIVELY DEAFENING. The kids clap their hands over
their ears, talking comes to a standstill but the ears continue to ring for several minutes after the AES noises go back
to more tolerable levels. The current AES power plant is less than an ideal neighbor now. Should AES repower,
how can we believe their assurances of less pollution, smaller footprint, etc?
I would also like to bring to the CEC's attention the Cal Poly Pomona's 606 Graduate Studio's 2011 "Re-envisioning
Open Space" report. Cal Poly Pomona gathered community "likes" and "needs" - perhaps this is worth revisiting?
I've attached one of the graphics included in the Cal Poly study.
Thank you.
Additional submitted attachment is included below.

